Magnus
By combining the strength of steel and the aesthetics of
injection-molded resin, Magnus gives you the best of
both worlds. Thanks to advanced engineering,
superior materials and renowned durability,
aboveground pools reach new heights with Magnus.

12' • 15' • 18' • 21'

12' x 23' • 15' x 26'

24' • 27' •30' • 33'

15’ x 30’ • 18' x 33'

Oval pool with
invisible supports

Magnus

durability never looked so good!
Injection-molded resin and super-sturdy steel are the key to this pool’s incredible endurance. Magnus’ high-impact resin is extremely resilient and 100%
non-corrosive, so it will not chip or dicolor. In addition, steel provides unparalleled
and durability.
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to stand the test of time...and to keep looking great!

injection-molded resin, Magnus gives you the best of

both worlds. Thanks to advanced engineering,
superior materials and renowned durability,
aboveground pools reach new heights with Magnus.

ellipse wall
Wall height 54"
It is protected by a resin-based paint called
Resin Shield, which provides an extra layer of
resistance against corrosion.

yard extender system

Our oval pools come with the Y.E.S, a series
of practically invisible lateral supports that you
place in the ground. It is a must for anyone
who wants to make the most of their yard and
their pool!

Your above ground pool is designed for years of pleasurable, safe family fun, but it also involves water safety.
When used incorrectly, your swimming pool can be dangerous. To insure your above ground pool is used
safely you must observe the safety precautions that are provided to you when you purchase your pool.
The dimensions, weights, illustrations and other specifications may not be exact as shown and are approximate.
The company reserves the right to modify and/or discontinue without notification any feature in any pool model.
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